Abstract-The lack of trustworthy senso applications a tough task. In this paper a fusi uses two sensors: far infrared camera vis scanner to detect pedestrian for ADAS presented. Both sensors have different fie different detection zones are created accordin of sensors available. The proposed algorithm high level information, providing a hybrid Experimental results show that pedestrian improved thanks to the use of several sensors.
I. INTRODUCTION
RUSTWORTHY sensors are key ele current road safety applications. In advances in information technologies hav intelligent and complex applications which with a large variety of situations. These new known as ADAS (Advance Driver Assista order to provide reliable ADAS applicat principal task involved are obstacles dete those obstacles that represent the most vulne pedestrians. However, the lack of trus capable of detecting those users and anticip dangerous situations underlines the need sensors combined to provide a reliabl application.
In this paper a novel fusion method is method combines the information provided range finder and far infrared camera v pedestrians in a road environment. Taking different capabilities of each sensor and de pedestrian detection is performed independ where ranges overlap, a fusion algorithm redundant information, increasing the po results and avoiding false positives.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Fusion methods are typically divide according to the level in which fusion is level Fusion schemes, so called centralized [1] . They perform fusion using a set of fe from both sensors. High level fusion, so call [4] uses occupation g according to the kind of sensor that losing the geometrical structure.
Low level approaches that take knowledge are presented in [1] , and obtain information from all sens information using whether Bayes Networks, etc … Other works related to fusion sch laser scanner trustworthiness to se where vision based systems try to de [7] . In [8] Detection of especially d using laser scanner information integ [9] Performs what some authors processes information from differ feature vector which is used t classification. 
A. Fusion Zone
In this zone both sensors are able to information. Its range is from 5m to 30m.
Maximum distance is given by far in algorithm performance, over 30 meters it ha that information is not enough to give a Below 5 meters, the camera is not able to g shape of a typical pedestrian (figure 2). It ha average height of a pedestrian 1,70 meters, distance and given a vision angle of th minimum distance is 5m.
where h= 1.70 meters and α=19º.
Although eq. 1 supposes that far infrared located at the medium height of a huma world it is not always in this way, but it is a of the distance in which the system has info to perform detection. Test performed to th corroborates these assumptions and sets mi distance at 5m.
B. Laser Scanner Zone
Laser Scanners have a wider field detections can be performed. For the pre used was a LMS 291 S-05 from SICK. T configuration was 100º of field of view, a m of 80 meters and an angular resolution algorithm created to detect pedestrians, p work, is able to detect pedestrians at maxi data provided by the laser is enough. The algorithm consists on low identification, tracking informatio According to the movement of the o the following detection can be predi not only records and predicts the mo pedestrians, it is also useful to detections.
The algorithm is composed by two first stage, the data is received and a is performed. In the second stage, along time thus a higher classificatio stage uses information provided by to predict the movement of the p robust classification.
A. Stage 1.Low Level Detection
Low level detection consists of fou
Egomotion Correction
To avoid misdetection due to the the spots, data received by the laser i the movement of the vehicle. Eg recorded by a GPS sensor included Sensor from Xsens (MTI-G) is eq and magnetic sensors that correct measured from the GPS system als positioning data and egomotion velocity, acceleration, Euler angles velocity) etc... Velocity and yaw a used to compensate the movement o separately (eq. 2 to 5):
Translation compensation: 
Where v is the velocity of the car, T i the time between the given point and the first point and ∆φ is the increment in the yaw angle during a period of time Ti.
Obstacle Detection
The resulting points are joined according to the distance among them after egomotion correction. Clustering algorithm based on the Euclidean distance. A threshold which is distance dependant has been used (eq. 6).
here th 0 is the base threshold and K is a proportional constant which is multiplied by the distance.
Thus, for a given point p(x i ,y i ) it may be treated as belonging to a segment S j if it satisfies eq. 7:
The algorithm checks for all of the segments already created, if the case arises where a point is not included within any segment, a new segment is then created. Finally segments with only one point are eliminated while they are considered as false detection points.
Polyline creation
Once the segments are created, the points contained within each segment are merged using lines known as polylines. These lines are merged together according to the distance between the points included in it. This process is a variation of the Ramer algorithm [10] . The first and last points are merged using a line, for each point contained within this segment, the distance to the line is computed and if it is higher than a given threshold two new lines are created merging these three points. This process is repeated for every point within these new lines
Low level classification
Low level classification is performed with the information provided by the polylines according to the shapes of the different obstacles. Here different obstacles can be differentiated: Small obstacles, road borders, possible vehicles, L shaped obstacles, pedestrians and other obstacles.
For the present work, pedestrians and little obstacles are the obstacles that should be taken into account, other obstacles description can be found in [11] and [12] .
1) small obstacles:
This obstacle represents the regions of interest (ROI) that the subsystem considers could represent a pedestrian. This classification is based on the size of the detected obstacle.
2) Pedestrian: According to the shape of the detected polyline, a pedestrian can be differentiated. The algorithm used for this approach is based on the detection of two legs. The movement of a pedestrian is modeled using five possible situations. 
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For four polylines segments two cases taken into account:
B. Stage 2. Higher Level Classification
A higher level stage is required to observe the behavior of different obstacles during a specific time period. Previously scanned obstacles are stored and verified using the new low level detection.
Previous obstacle egomotion correction
The egomotion correction is performed thus all the previously detected obstacles can be referenced to actual vehicle position.
The movement of pedestrians detected in previous scans is computed thus the following position is predicted for every obstacle. Obstacles are searched within a window according to the size of the obstacles in previous scans. If an obstacle is found within this window of the current scan, a comparison algorithm is used to verify if the obstacle is the same. If several obstacles have been found, most similar according to several parameters is considered as being the same obstacle.
Obstacle comparison
The Comparison process is carried out according to shape characteristics, i.e. the width and position. If the case arises where there are several possible candidates, the one with the closest value is considered as being the same obstacle (eq. 7).
here γ i is the weight applied to each distance of the different parameters that have been considered. d represents the distance from the previous detections to actual detection values.
Higher level classification
Once a pedestrian low level detection is performed, in the subsequent scans a similar obstacle representing whether a small obstacle or a pedestrian is considered a pedestrian if satisfies previously comparison algorithm according to some constraints relative to the movement and size. For each obstacle, a record of latest 10 low level detection is stored to give a higher level detection. This higher level detection takes into account ten movements using eq. 8.
here V i represents the number of votes for each type of obstacle, δ i is a gain factor associated with each obstacle, and N i is the number of times that an obstacle has been considered as being this type during last ten low level detections. Higher level classification chooses the higher V i for all possible classes of obstacles.
According to the p formula (eq. 9), for values where the occurrence is 10, the certainly ( p ) will be 100%.
V. FAR INFRARED SUBSYSTEM

Camera model
The proposed system makes use of raw images of the microbolometer, obtained through a 14 bit A/D. The gray level of each pixel of these images represents the amount of heat that the sensor captures. The camera used is based on the non-refrigerated microbolometer and, as such, its sensibility changes in a way that is function of its temperature. It is necessary, then, to calibrate that sensibility.
The camera is modeled as a pin-hole. The intrinsic characteristics are known and so is the position and orientation of the camera.
The homography of the ground plane onto the sensor is calculated for each frame (eq. 10) to determine the position. The projection of a 3D point in the image plane can be done if it is known its relative position to a certain plain. Camera position related to the ground is known considered constant. The rotation of the camera is known via the gyroscopes included in MTI-G previously introduced.
where P is the intriniscs matrix. The camera movement between frames is modelled as W, which is comprised of the rotation matrix R and the translation vector T from the camera coordinate system to the ground. U and V are the image homogenous coordinates, being the true pixel
The results of the projection of a world point in the image plane are especially sensitive to variations of the skew angle θ. In the presented system this angle is known for each capture frame with the help of an accelerometer with three degrees of freedom attached to the same base as the camera, these accelerometers are also included in MTI-G system form Xsens. A point on the ground plane is projected on the image as:
where f u and f v are the focal lengths on the u and v directions of the image; c u and c v are the coordinates of the center of the images. These four parameters are measured in pixels.
The intrinsic are obtained in a calibration process that involves the use of a special chessboard pattern, a matrix of incandescent lamps. 
ROI check
Objects within the normal temperature of the human body are thresholded. The result is a binarized image, containing blobs that can represent parts of the human body with a high temperature difference, especially heads and hands (figure 7). Since this first phase searches for the human heads, only blobs in the upper half of the image are taken into account. Also blobs that are not within a reasonable size are also excluded.
Both ROIs given by the laser and heads detected by the far infrared camera were taken into account thus missdetection due to a bad thresholding when looking for heads where avoided, and also missdetection due to bad laser segmentation.
Once the head candidates have been selected, a first set of regions of interest are generated and a bounding box created. Top of the box is chosen highest point of the head, while the lowest point is at the closest point of the ground at that resolution. This way, the whole body of the pedestrian is included in the box, if there is any The width of the bounding boxes is set to be 3/7 of the height, as it is a usual proportion of the human body. A first approach is to suppose that the head is 200cm from the ground plane on which the pedestrian is walking. The distance of the pedestrian to the camera is given by eq. 15, where w z = 2m. The base of the region of interest is calculated with equation 15, for this new distance.
A second set of region of interest is created using information given by the laser. If this region has no correspondence with far infrared region detected, new boxes are created. With laser information width is provided, but no height. An inverse proceeding is performed taking into account that height is 7/3 times the width
The regions of interest generated from the original image are now binarized with a threshold that is the lower temperature established for the human body.
Vertical Symmetry Pedestrians edges on far infrared images are usually very well defined against a cool background. Human beings present a very high vertical symmetry, so it can be used to separate them from the nonpedestrian class. Only the ROIs obtained in previous steps of the algorithm are considered, so vertical edges of each pedestrian have to be symmetrical around an axis located approximately at w i /2, where w i is the width of each ROI i.
Eq. 16 defines this symmetry, normalized by the size of the box.
where IP and IN are the images of the positive and negative Sobel filter, respectively; w and h are the width and height of the ROI. If the symmetry S is not over a certain threshold, the ROI is discarded.
Correlation with non-deformable models
Final verification of the extracted regions is done by means of gray scale correlation with some precomputed models. Correlation takes place between the final ROIs extracted thresholded and the models, whose creation process is explained in eq. 17.
where N is the number of ROIs selected for the creation of each model. In this case, every model has been generated out 
where p(x, y) is each pixel of candidate ROI and M (x, y) is each pixel of the model.
Tracking stage
An Unscented Kalman Filter was used to perform tracking in fir stage. The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [13] and [14] extends the general Kalman filter to non-linear transformations of a random variable without the need of linearization, as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) in eq. (13) and (14) , this transformation is highly non-linear. Thus, the use of the UKF is justified over the EKF.
VI. FUSION ALGORITHM
A coordinates association should be done. Laser coordinate system was considered as reference. So obstacles are referred to the bumper of the car where the LIDAR was mounted. Fusion sensor calibration is performed using Least Mean Square ( LMS )algorithm. The calibration algorithm takes a sample sequence with a single pedestrian. This pedestrian is detected by both subsystems separately and a LMS is used to obtain the coefficients to convert coordinates from fir coordinate system to laser scanner coordinate system.
At this point a feature vector can be obtained using information from both subsystems, these features are, velocity, probability from fir subsystem, probability from laser scanner subsystem, width ( from each subsystem ), position (x,y), and previous detection results. They were introduced in an AdaBoost decision tree to perform the final decision based on both high level and low level information.
VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Results obtained for every subsystem are a detection percentage of 90% for pedestrian detection using laser scanner in distances shorter than 30 meters. Fusion regions results show that more than 96% of pedestrian has been detected. 
